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Created and led by cities, the
C40 Cities Climate Leadership
Group is focused on tackling

climate change and driving  
urban action that reduces  
greenhouse gas emissions and  
climate risks, while increasing  
the health, wellbeing and  
economic opportunities of  
urban citizens.
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WHY CITIES

• 53% of the world's  
people live in cities.

• 70% of the world's  
energy is consumed  
in cities and 70% of  
global C02 emissions  
originate incities.

• Over 80% of the  
world's economic  
activity happens in  
cities.

• 98% of cities report  
that climate change  
presents risks to their  
cities.

C40 by the Numbers
C40 is a data-driven organization – our mayors know  
firsthand that if you can’t measure it, you can’t manage  
it, and we adhere to that philosophy. Find some of our  
most important metricsbelow.

80+
megacities
C40’s global network consists of 80+  
megacities, andchair
Eduardo Paes iscommitted
to include morecities.

10,000climate  
actions
Cities are takingconcrete action
to reduce greenhouse gas emissionsand  
climate risks. As of 2015, C40 cities have  
together taken 10,000 climate actions.

1.5°C
C40 cities are committed to helping implement  
the Paris Agreement & pursue efforts to limit  
temperature increase to 1.5°C.
This ambitious target cannot bereached
without urgent action in cities ahead of 2020.

3 times  
morelikely
When it comes to climate change, cities are 3  
times more likely to take action if a goal or target  
has been established.

3Gt of CO2e
C40 cities are taking action that reduces global
greenhouse gas emissions - together, C40 cities
have already committed to reducing
emissions by 3gigatons  
of CO2e by 2030.

600 million  
people
C40 represents more than 600 million  urban 
citizens around the world, and this  number is 
set to grow. By 2050, more than  two-thirdsof
theworld’s
population is expected  to
liveincities.

98%
C40 cities take  
climate change seri-
ously: 98% of cities  
report that climate  
change presents  
risks to theircity.

16
net-
works
C40 has16
networks in 6  
initiativeareas.

25%
The economies  
of C40 cities  
account for  
one-fourth of  
global GDP.

Read     more     about     our     achievements     at:   www.c40.org

BY   THE  NUMBERS

75%
75%of C40 cities are  
taking new, better  
or faster climate  
actions as a result of  
participating in C40  
networks.

10years
2015 markedthe  
10-year anniver-
sary of C40Cities  
Climate Leader-
ship Group.

http://www.c40.org/


C40 INITIATIVES & NETWORKS

C40 Networks
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C40 NETWORKS

• CONNECT

• INSPIRE

• ADVISE

• INFLUENCE
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C40 Solid Waste Initiative
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Industry, 16.8%

Transportation,  
14.0%

Agriculture, 12.5%

Oil & GasExtraction /  
Distribution, 11.4%

Power generation,  
21.3%

Waste treatmentand  
disposal, 3.5%

Land use and  
biomass burning,  

10.0%

Residential,  
commercial and  

others, 10.5%

IPCC, 2007b
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WHY WASTE?

SYSTEM BOUNDARIES

Primary
resource
(extraction)

Production Utilization Waste

Collection

Treatment

Incineration Landfill

Recycling

Composting /  
Anaerobic digestion

+ Recyclables processing

+ Recyclables transport

+ Collectionvehicles  

emissions

- LFGCapture

+ Methane emissions

- Energy generation  

(Fossil FuelOffsets

+ Mechanical separators

+ Composting equipment

- Energy generation (Fossil Fuel Offset)

- Chemical fertilisers offset

- Biomass carbon storage

- Soil productivity

+ Aerobic treatment (CO2)

- Energy generation (Fossil FuelOffsets

+ CO2emissions

- Avoided methane

-Wastereduction

- Wasteavoidance

- Material extraction reduction

- Primary materials offset

System  
boundary

Waste sector 
boundary



WHY WASTE?

WASTE AND GHG

Resource  Savings  and CO2  Reduction Potentia

in waste management; Prognos,  2008. Climate

Protection Potential in the Waste management

sector;  Umweltbundesamt, 2010.

Oil & GasExtraction /  
Distribution, 11.40%

Agriculture, 9.50%

Transportation,  
12.00%

Industry, 12.80%

Residential,  
commercial and  
others, 10.50%

Land use and biomass  
burning, 9.00%

Sustainable materials  
management (waste  

management, recycling,  
avoidance), 14.50%

Power Generation,  
20.30%
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Waste management systems, re-conceptualized as  

sustainable material management systems, can  

contribute with GHG reductions that are far greater

than the current total emissions under the “waste”  

component of the inventories through actions  

focused on waste prevention, reduction and  

recycling.



WHY WASTE?

WASTE AND RESOURCES
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The Waste Iceberg

It is estimated that for every kilogram  

of waste that we discard, 70 kilograms

of waste are createdupstream in  

mining,  manufacturing, packaging, etc.

The Next Efficiency Revolution:  Creating  a Sustainable  Materials Economy
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SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

RESOURCE SCARCITY

Resource Years remaining  Gone by
Ecosystems

Amazon (completely deforested) 196 2212

All coral reefs gone 88 2104

Indonesian rainforest completelydeforested 78 2094

Suitable agicultural land runs out 69 2085

Fossil fuels

Coal 42 2058

Oil 37 2053

Gas 35 2051

Minerals

Aluminium 80 2096

Phosphorus 76 2092

Tantalum 46 2062

Titanium 44 2060

Copper 32 2048

Silver 17 2033

Indium 12 2028

Antimony 8 2024

Climate tipping point

Dangerous 2ºC warmingthreshold 48 2064



SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
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CITIES AND THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
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The climate conference in Paris  
produced a landmark agreement.  
The emission reduction  
commitments made by 195  
countries are a leap forward, but  
not yet sufficient to stay on a 2 °C  
trajectory, let alone a 1.5 °C  
pathway.



SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY AND GHG
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Recycling is a precondition for a  

circular economy – resources and  

materials can be recycled,

returned back to the economy and  

used again. What was once  

considered as waste can become a  

valuable resource.



Cities bridge the gap between  
nations actions and what
is needed toprevent  
temperature raise

In a progressively urban world, cities are the  
hotbed for innovation and for circular  
business models.

Cities are increasingly embracing circular  
economy principles; updating and adapting  
policies, sharing knowledge, and  
encouraging innovation for less wasteful  
systems.



THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
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CITIES IN ACTION



THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

C40 DELIVERY
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GREEN  
GROWTH

WASTE

CARGO  
PEOPLE  
ENERGY  
FOOD  
WATER

WASTE TO  
RESOURCES



THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

HOW TO START?
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Elevate waste management to Sustainable Materials Management

Implement a Lifecycle Assessment of current system

Eliminate  inefficiencies  and incompatibilities

Measure performance by how much residual waste is being  
generated, not how much is landfilled

Look for smart incentives  andcombinations

Lead by example

Take action. Errors can be fixed. Inaction cannot.



“Presidents and Prime Ministers set the  

aspiration in Paris, but it is city leaders that  

will be the first to step up and commit their  

share of the action necessary to achieve it.”

–Mark Watts,

C40 Cities Executive Director



THANK YOU!
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